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The history of the early YHA is closely allied to local initiatives by Ramblers’ Associations based in individual towns
or regions. Occasionally the activities were so localised as to not receive very much attention in the YHA’s own
regional reports. This is especially true of developments in the 1930s in Lincolnshire.
The Grimsby Wayfarers’ Association was one such group. It seems to have been affiliated to the Lincolnshire
Ramblers’ Federation and it was probably ahead of YHA in establishing simple accommodation in at least one bolthole in the Lincolnshire countryside for week-end cyclists and walkers. When YHA was in its first phase of rapid and
somewhat scattered development, the Grimsby outfit sought to integrate itself into the willing YHA and establish
two or three adopted hostels jointly, though the arrangements are not always clear.
The GWA’s first YHA hostel was a tiny ramshackle affair at North Wolds Farm, Tealby, in 1933. This property gave
way to another in Tealby, on Watery Lane, in 1934, and that too closed within the year. Neither was mentioned in
YHA North Midlands region annual reports, an unusual omission. More permanent was when the Grimsby
Association persuaded YHA to adopt an empty farmhouse at Farforth, on the Wolds, in 1934 (as mentioned later,
GWA may have been using it already) and an arrangement to use Hundon Manor, Caistor, in 1936. YHA established
other adopted youth hostels in the 1930s at Glentham, Burton-le Coggles near Grantham, and for a year during the
war at Otby near Tealby, though the involvement of the GWA in these is not confirmed.
Farforth youth hostel opened on 2nd June 1934, the date the first visitor signed the house book. It was run on very
simple lines, open at weekends only as a rule, and staffed by volunteers from Lincoln or Grimsby. Mr C Hutson was
the nominated key-holder up to 1937, then Mrs Bradley. There were beds for eight men and eight women up to 1938,
when the hostel expanded to 16 men and 12 women.

An artistically altered postcard image of the garden at Farforth youth hostel (YHA Archive)
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Jack Whiting was one such volunteer, though it was his girl-friend Beryl who was the nominated warden. He recalled
in 2006 how, in those pioneer years, he made himself useful about the place, cleaning, carving signs and emptying the
Elsan:
Farforth was only wardened at weekends in the 1930s – a lady nearby kept the key for other times. My girl-friend
Beryl, later my wife, was the acting warden [in the first few years]. A cycling group operated Farforth YH before
the YHA, possibly the Grimsby CTC.
During the 1930s a group of about ten Borstal boys from Lowdham, Notts, were taken to Frieston Shore, near
Boston, where they helped build huts for the North Sea Camp. As part of their integration back into society they
were allowed to stay in tents at Farforth YHA during the summer, and even allowed into the hostel during the
quiet winter periods. Early local YHA members were also Toc H members, and facilitated this.
The 3 rooms upstairs on the left were for women – one included the washroom and the only proper toilet. The
men’s 3 rooms were on the right upstairs. Their toilet was a ramshackle affair in the grounds, a sentry-type hut
with a bucket, which had to be emptied by the hostellers. On one occasion, any visit to the gents was greeted by a
very loud buzzing. I took the apparatus apart to find many large honeycombs. The local farmer agreed to make it
safe free of charge, except to keep the honeycombs.

The hostel seems to have operated during each year of the war, though there was probably some short-term disruption
and requisition in 1940-42; in 1940 only 108 overnights were recorded, while YHA Sheffield area’s Bulletin of
Summer 1942 noted that the hostel had reopened permanently. During the later years of the war Farforth hostel grew
in popularity, in line with the YHA nationally. Average yearly overnights of a few hundred in the 1930s had reached
1,400 in 1945, enough to prompt further expansion to beds for 24 men and 16 women in 1946 and for a record figure
of 1,590 bednights in 1947.
The Peak District regional guide of 1946 eulogised about the hostel’s location and provided a useful location map:
Steep uplands and wooded valleys vie with each other in giving the traveller a picture of lovely England. Farforth
hostel is situated in one such lovely valley – a hostel in peaceful surroundings; four cottages and a small church
complete the hamlet, the nearest shop is three miles away.

Then things changed. Mr Strawson, who owned the farm, decided in 1946 that he wanted it back for a newly-married
family member to set up home. An intriguing item in the YHA Archive is an inventory slip of paper, dated October
1946, listing hostel equipment at Farforth to supply a new hostel that had opened at Lynwode Hall near Market Rasen
the previous year. Yet that too closed by the end of 1946. All was not lost however as, in a generous gesture, Strawson
offered a new youth hostel site at a simple barn standing on a field on his own ground a mile east of Farforth House:
Woody’s Top (located between Ruckland and the crossroads to its north on the map above).
Farforth hostel therefore closed, by May 1948. Most of the small early adopted Lincolnshire hostels except Farforth
had gone by 1939 and all by the end of the war, so few could have imagined that the Farforth property would be part
of the establishment of two youth hostel in this remote part of the Lincolnshire uplands for over 80 years.
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Woody’s Top Youth Hostel

1948 to 2017

Ruckland, Louth, Lincolnshire, LN11 8RQ.
Historic County: Lincolnshire

YHA Regions: North Midlands, Peak,
Central

GR: TF 332786

Thus Woody’s Top youth hostel was opened in 1948, to replace the fractionally grander hostel over the fields. For
almost 30 years it was to be rented. Few who had the privilege to witness the youth hostel in 2016, as I did, could have
imagined how primitive the initial cow shed and tractor repair shop must have been. Rucksack magazine of Autumn
1948 described the acquisition:
Until a few months ago, there were two hostels in Lincolnshire, Harrowby Hall (Grantham) and Farforth. The
latter is now closed and has been replaced by a small ‘self-cooker’ hostel at Woody’s Top, Ruckland. What is now
the men’s dormitory was originally a barn, and the common room and women’s dormitory were once cow sheds,
though there is no resemblance to such now, for after much conversion and rebuilding work, they are most
habitable.

These three photographs of a crowd at the infant Woody’s Top youth hostel, Christmas 1948, had survived, framed, within the
building until its closure in 2017. On the right of the first photograph and on the left of the third is Laurie Landon, North
Midlands region stalwart. The hostel plan was considerably altered and modestly expanded over the years; the first image shows
the two structures in their most basic L-shape form. For over 20 years the men’s dorm was in the barn at right angles to the
road; this structure must have been draughty with its huge door. The common room, basic kitchen and ladies’ dorm were
arranged along the low building on the left. Note the can for paraffin or oil and the enamel (not cast) triangle sign. Quite a
throng had gathered for the seasonal festivities in the second image. Before 1965 the region was one of YHA’s largest
and most varied; Woody’s in the east was 120 miles from Laurie’s Stoke-on-Trent home in the west.
The region extended too from South Yorkshire to South Leicestershire (YHA Archive)
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From the outset to the finish the hostel was run almost entirely on minimum-cost lines. Saturday, weekend or weeklong wardens, the local convener, the North Lincolnshire Sub-Committee and work parties were mostly volunteers,
kept in check by the North Midlands region, later the Peak region. Edgar Franklin was Woody’s first convener. In
1987 he wrote to Peter Knottley, another influential YHA volunteer, with his recollections of those opening years:
How we came by Woody’s Top was a very sad story.
Farforth is a small hamlet lying in the valley just off the road down road to Scamblesby and consists of a farm, a few
cottages and the large farm house known as Farforth House which had been used as a Youth Hostel since the early
thirties and which was rented on a yearly lease. Strawson who owned the farm including the field on which
Woody’s Top stands (or his wife) decided out of the blue in early 1947 that they wanted to live there, they were at
the time living on their other farm at Market Rasen.
A committee was called on Saturday evening at which Strawson and his wife were present and we were given an
ultimatum with an alternative of either sitting out our lease which had about nine months to run or if we were
prepared to vacate Farforth House more or less straight away he had some buildings at Woody’s Top which he
would make habitable and which we could rent again on a yearly lease for I think 10/- per week. Incidentally,
Woody’s Top is not a name conjured up by us; the field and building were always known locally by that name.
None of the committee really knew the place apart from seeing the buildings in passing so we trekked up including
Strawson to see the place, it was dark and all we had was cycle lamps and it looked terrible.
We visited the place the following morning and by daylight it looked even worse! The barn part of the building
which became the men’s dorm had a large double door and a huge bench down one side, a tortoise stove and was
used as a tractor repair shop. The building which became the common room was open along the side facing the
field and was used to store farm implements and house chickens.
We drew up a rough sketch of what needed to be done and Strawson got the local builder to work and we moved
in during the middle of 1947; needless to say there was a working party nearly every weekend that year to move the
equipment from Farforth and to get Woody’s into some sort of reasonable order.
It really was primitive, there was no water or toilets and one of the first jobs was to build the ladies’ and gents’
privies. For water there was a small well by the side of the gents’ dorm and we fitted a hand pump on this to use for
washing but for the drinking water we bought a galvanised drum mounted on a trolley and arranged with the
farmer half way down Ruckland Hill to allow us to use the tap in his farmyard. It was easy going down but hard
work going up the hill with a drum full of water half of which was usually lost on the way. This task usually formed
one of the duties.
The first winter was fairly Spartan; it was difficult to get the place warm. We started with a small tortoise stove in
the common room but had to change this to a larger cook and heat stove. The mens’ dorm had a pantile roof and
when it rained it was a case of going to bed with a cycle cape over the blankets if you wanted to stay dry. Not long
after, we underfelted the pantiles. I was convener of Woody’s until I moved from Lincoln in 1954 and I am sure
that a lot of work and improvements have been done since I left; in fact I believe the YHA now own the Hostel,
but it is good to hear that after those dark days in 1947 when everyone was saddened at having to leave Farforth
House, Woody’s Top is still thriving

Bill Bingham was a keen and active member of the YHA and in his youth was one of a small group of people who
helped to convert the old barn. He
often recalled to his family his first
night spent there, when the wind
blew open the huge doors, scattering
the fertilizer sacks and covering the
working party in clouds of dust.

‘…when the wind blew open the huge
doors…’ – the barn, originally housing the
men’s dorm, in the early years. A special
feature was the huge painted YHA sign,
visible perhaps even from the BurwellFarforth cross-roads. It was periodically
touched up and still in place in the 1980s
(YHA Archive)
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Rucksack’s ‘most habitable’ description of 1948 was a term capable of wide interpretation in those post-war years.
Writing over 50 years later of an early visit, Mr Staff of Messingham recalled:
I stayed at Christmas 1950 at Woody’s for a Work Party – the hostel still had the Farforth stamp. The roof was
not felted and there was a half-inch of snow on the bunks in the morning.

1 2
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Three atmospheric photographs by cyclist Pat Packham, from 1961 –
1&2: the old combined common room and self-catering kitchen – the meals table may have been tiny but it seems to be
doubling as the common room desk; 3: view from the road. ‘Gents’ is painted roughly on the door of the very battered lean-to.
Women no doubt had an equivalent luxury. Pat noted on another visit the following year: ‘the warden had a nice fire going and
a heater in the women’s dormitory. More girls were coming. Two of them would be wardening the following evening’
(YHA Archive)

The hostel’s enigmatic name is explained in various letters sent in 1992 by Gordon Woodward of Eastbourne to
Woody’s Top’s long-term volunteer, supporter, convener and saviour Peter Grant. Peter summarised Gordon’s
personal connections with the location:
82-year old Gordon Woodward, now living in Eastbourne, stayed with his granddaughter at Woody’s Top youth
hostel on the night of May 31st and June 1st 1987 and reminisced in Woody’s Log Book.
‘You may not believe this but I once fed cattle in the place where we are now feeding our faces’. Towards the end
of Victoria’s reign I was born within squalling distance of Woody’s Top in a little cottage in picturesque Brogdale,
a glacial scoop just half a mile to the SW of Woody’s. As I progressed into a teenager I used to go to Woody’s Top
on Sunday evenings to feed the cattle that were housed there for the winter, to save my dad the hard climb up
Ruckland Hill to the Top.
The word ‘Top’, as most folk living in the Wolds know, is the name given to farms or buildings which are placed
on the hill. Such as Ranby Top, Asterby Top, Driby Top, and people who are living in a valley are often considered
as living in a hole such as Hallington Poke Holes.
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The name Woody’s Top may have derived from the fact that the buildings and the surrounding field were glebe
land and one of the first rectors to obtain benefit from rents paid by the occupier was the Rev Jesse Wood, the long
time incumbent at Ruckland – hence Woody had his Top.
The tiny farmstead consisted of a barn and a crewyard with a shelter to protect the beasts during inclement
weather, a wooden fence with a door in it had been erected to fill in the rest of the crewyard barrier. A well with
an iron pump stood outside the wooden fence with its nose poking through to fill the trough for the beast to drink.
Pumping the water up was part of my Sunday entertainment. The water supply relied on the amount of rain which
could be caught in the well from the roofs.
This year being my eighty-second, for two nights I settled down to sleep at Woody’s Top where in olden times
cattle used to stand and stare and chew their cud. The reason for this strange turn of events is because since 1947
the property has been in the hands of the Youth Hostels Association and to give each, self-sacrificing ‘convenor’
his due it was Edgar Franklin who took over the filthy bones of the situation with its hen droppings and its tractor
oil when they had to vacate Farforth House where they had a hostel since 1935 [sic – actually 1934], to make the
old farm even fit to enter. Edgar soldiered on bravely until 1954 when Clint Maitland took over and spent fifteen
years of his precious life in an effort to pull the bones of Woody’s Top (now gathering a small amount of meat)
more closely together. In 1971 Peter Grant took over the job and threw himself into turning my Sunday night
‘cattle round up’ crewyard into the lovely little youth hostel it now is.
As I sat in the youth hostel common room sipping my coffee and savouring the peace and quiet a pheasant walked
slowly around the building putting my mind back to my boyhood and ‘bush beating’ where the farm had a ‘shoot’.
Across the field I could see Maidenwell school which reminded me of the four Clarke boys who had come to live
at Maidenwell House, being brought to school by their father when we were all seated at our desks. They stood in
front of the class all dressed alike in blue serge suits and looking quite posh compared with the rest of us rag-tag
and bob tails. They were nice lads. Not stuck-up because their father had a big farm (the oldest Charlie stayed on
at Maidenwell where he bred shire horses and whose widow still lives in Maidenwell house).
I also remember my early work days at nearby Worlaby Farm and how in days when work was hard to come by, my
father and I on our first day walked over the fields when Mr Taylor the farmer (a very queer man) came out of the
farm house and shouted ‘Get your hands out of your pockets. If that is all you mean to do you can turn around and
go back home’. Some men were swearing as they awaited their orders in the barn. Taylor said ‘That’s enough of
that swearing. I can do all the swearing there is to be done on this farm’. And he could swear too. It was dreadful
to hear him. When we got paid on Saturday he would say ‘I want to see you all in church tomorrow’. He would
take on men quickly and sack them just as quickly. I liked him in spite of all his peculiarities.
My trip to Woody’s Top certainly brought back memories.

A comparison of the remarkably similar Woody’s hostel entries in the 1949 and 1972 annual handbooks. Both referred to the
Saturday night and Bank Holiday Sunday only openings, set in stone for over 20 years, but the later one is reflecting the bright
idea to open more generally for families – see the following paragraph. The hostel capacity of 14 beds for men, six for women
shows how fixed the arrangements were until major changes and the provision of new dormitory rooms in the 1980s, though
the limit generally remained at 20 beds as greater personal comfort became more important. Curiously, both handbooks refer
to ‘converted barn(s) near Woody’s Top’, perhaps shedding some doubt on the story of the Rev Wood’s Top Barn (YHA Archive)

Peak Region was at the forefront of special attention to family provision. The idea of family annexes had started in the
mid-1950s, at Buttermere, and gradually spread to more than a dozen YHA centres. The arrangement was quite
arcane, however, as chalet units somewhat akin to contemporary Butlins design had to be booked for a whole week,
and an under-five was essential to qualify. A more modern and flexible approach may well have been pioneered at
Woody’s: as early as the June 1970 edition of Youth Hosteller, under the heading ‘Families welcome’, Peak Region
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announced that three hostels normally open only on Saturdays – Bretton, Shining Cliff and Woody’s Top – would
be made available for family use from Sunday to Friday nights inclusive.
The history of Woody’s Top took a significant upturn in 1971 with the reluctant self-appointment of Peter Grant as
the hostel’s convener, and Peak Region minutes claimed that the hostel was looking much better for it. 24 years later,
after his untimely death, YHA News assessed the significance of ‘PG’ to the development of the little hostel:
Memorial unveiled at Woody’s Top
A memorial has been unveiled at Woody’s in honour of Peter Grant, the hostel’s Convenor from 1971 to 1992.
Peter was instrumental in many of the improvements at the hostel and Woody’s made up a large part of his life.
Around 1971 the YHA’s Lincolnshire Sub Region (as it then was) was looking for someone to assume the role,
and a certain Peter Grant suggested that ‘he’d take it on until someone younger came along’. However, Peter, or
‘PG’ as he was known to all his hostelling friends, was to remain Convenor for a period of over 20 years from 1971
until 1992 when he was tragically killed in a road accident.
The period during which he was Convenor saw some of the most significant changes to the hostel. He made many
friends both near and far, and was the ‘cheery voice on the end of the telephone’ to thousands who booked a stay
at Woody’s Top over the years!

In the 1970s the various wardens kept a log of happenings at the hostel. Hostelling News of Spring 1974 raided the log
for a lightweight article on the attractions of looking after the place:
May 26th. Tonight I was rapidly changing roles from warden to surgeon (removing gravel from a cyclist’s knee
with a sterilized penknife) to nurse (as I comforted him in his post-operative agony) and back to warden again. Is
this a record? Twelve of the 13 people here tonight are cyclists.
Have we got a new fluorescent tube for the men’s dorm? Visitors complain in one breath about lack of light in
there and in the next breath bemoan the fact that we’ve got electricity at all.
May 27th. It could be a desert sparrow blown off course from the Sahara; it could have escaped from an aviary; it
could merely be an albino house sparrow; or maybe three top ranking ornithologists need to visit an optician.
However, it’s agreed by all who’ve seen it to be a mystery bird, bearing no relation to any known British species.
After we’d seen the Nomads of Coventry off towards Mablethorpe for the day, we rode over to the Red Hill nature
reserve near Goulceby and sat very still in the grass to watch the birds. We spotted a pair of meadow pipits carrying
food back and forth, and we eventually located a nest in the grass with three young in it. We also found a skylark’s
nest and watched a willow warbler trilling away.
May 28th. The Mystery of the Missing Member. Has he been devoured by the mystery bird? He left the hostel
yesterday morning to go for a short ride, leaving us his card and assurances that he’d be back, and never returned.
Peter Grant and I visited the police late last night, but no news.
September 17th. Drizzly start, but sunny breaks, the latter being very short, the former very long. Got a good old
wood fire going, had our tea (bangers and mash) and found out what ‘cosy’ meant. Although disappointed at being
unable to take advantage of the wonderfully unspoilt countryside, we are enjoying our stay. Most popular features
are: the absolute peace and quiet (lack of traffic, aircraft noises, etc), the superb views in every direction, the fresh
air in abundance (even with muck spreading and crop burning), the carefree atmosphere.
October 21st. Gale blowing all night. Men’s dorm very cold, piled on all available blankets – will someone knit 14
nose-cosies for Woody’s?

During the war Bernard Edwards had acted as Honorary Regional Secretary for the North Midlands Group of YHA.
At some point after the war, this became a paid position. He retired in 1972, handing over to Dave Allison and leaving
a legacy of a very well-managed region, craftily financed by a blend of skill, sleight of hand and minor skulduggery. By
this time it had merged with Manchester to form the Peak region; Dave writes the following tongue-in-cheek account
of YHA’s outright purchase of Woody’s Top on 24th May 1976:
Woody’s Top was originally the ‘Top’ barn – farms in the Lincolnshire Wolds tended to have a Bottom Barn,
below the spring line, and a Top barn on top of the wold. Originally the local farmer (Mr Strawson) leased it to
YHA for £25 a year. When he sold out to a big farming syndicate based in Doncaster, we decided to try and buy
the freehold, rather than lease from a big corporate business. The Regional Council suggested a budget of £1,200,
on the basis that the consortium wouldn’t know what the barn was (or care). Peter Grant (a farmer from Boston,
a volunteer, who ran the hostel) was the driving force behind the hostel. I told Peter to go and offer them £1,000.
He came back with the news that he offered £750 and they accepted!
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George and Nora Miller from Lincoln were regular volunteer wardens here, and left a legacy of fine photographs.
1&2: here are two images from the 1970s of the back of the hostel, before the mid-1980s addition of new dormitories to
either side of the barn. The second image shows that the barn end window had been enlarged and other windows renewed –
the famed cartoon figure of ‘Woody’ on the barn end is thought to have arrived with PG and is enlarged (inset).
It directs members to a revised entrance at the rear;
3&4: the notorious ‘Donald Duck’ water cart – two brave members make it up the hill from Ruckland
(author’s collection)
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Peter Grant’s supervision led to numerous improvements at Woody’s. The hostel evolved steadily and surely from a
Saturday-night primitive outpost of an adopted type much loved by cognoscenti but even then
increasingly rare in the network – one thinks of Milton Abbas, Windgather Cottage or
Finningham as parallels – into a smart and comfortable small modern destination. Annual
overnights had rarely reached 500 here before the mid-1970s; usage was 60% up in 1976, at over
1,000 for the first time, and well over 2,000 by 1990, as improvements and greater availability
come into play. PG was even reputed to have donated his own farm gates to the property.
PG’s enhancements were so numerous that they benefit from a calendar listing:
1976: new bunks and mattresses purchased.
1978: a new ceiling built in the common room and women’s dorm (at that time still in the lower building parallel
with the road). Other improvements included retiling and a new brick-built block for toilets and cycles at the south
end, to the literal relief of members; much of the cost was met by donations.
1979: a new flat-roofed brick-built entrance provided to replace the previous archaic arrangement.

George Miller’s photograph of the new entrance in 1979 (author’s collection)
1980: more new bunks installed.
1981: a new ceiling fitted in what was still the large dormitory in the barn.
1985: major alterations at Woody’s, with considerable refurbishment and construction. A new dormitory (room
4) was constructed at the south side of the barn, to offer more flexibility, and the old men’s dorm was refitted to
provide a much-improved combined common room, dining room and self-catering kitchen. Two new dormitories
(1 and 2) were created in the old space, new fire exits provided and the main room damp-proofed.

Another attractive photograph by George Miller of the rear of Woody’s after the considerable alterations of 1985. Notice the
open aspect to wheat fields all around; the perimeter was later made more secure with hedging (author’s collection)
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1986: Mains water came to Woody’s, with the trench dug for free by a neighbouring farmer (Mr Lamyman Snr,
the father of Tim Lamyman who purchased Woody’s in 2017); the water cart was made redundant. An inner wall
was built in the common room, and the stove was insulated in a recess in the kitchen

1 2
1: Mark Janes of Leicester on the last run of Woody’s Donald Duck Water Wagon, 9th August 1986 – this framed
photograph found at the hostel upon closure; 2: charming child’s design for a membership card insert (YHA Archive)
1987: flush toilets fitted, helped by a grant from the Four Winds Trust.
1988: damp-proof course installed, floor in (the new) dorms 1 and 2 raised.
1989: storage heaters installed throughout.
1990: the invaluable Woody’s Top annual reports (a consequence of YHA creating individual Youth Hostel
Associations for small hostels to save on VAT charges) describe the new extension to the north to provide family
dorms 5 and 6, using bricks from a local ancient cartshed. Walls in the kitchen dry-lined.
1990: first volunteers act as wardens for week-long, rather than weekend periods.
1991: new pillows, external redecoration.

In 1992 Peter Grant lost his life. Chris Darmon, Regional and later National Chairman, gave this moving account of
his impact on YHA in the April 1992 edition of YHA News:
The YHA world will be shocked and saddened at the sudden loss of Peter Grant in an horrific motor accident
which also took the lives of two other people, including his sister.
For over 20 years Peter Grant, or simply ‘PG’ to thousands of hostellers, has cherished that unique piece of YHA
heritage which is Woody’s Top. The hostel, a former barn set high in the Lincolnshire Wolds, has under the
guidance of Peter become a haven of peace and tranquillity transformed with recent building work to
accommodate several family groups at a time.
As Peter himself put it in response to the question ‘How did you get involved?’ – ‘I should have been gazing out of
the window but instead I displayed a vague interest in a request from the Chair at the Lincolnshire YHA Sub
Regional Council held at Lincoln Youth Hostel, for a volunteer to be the next convenor at Woody’s. It was decided
I would do the job until one of the youngsters could take over’. No youngster ever came forward to do Peter’s job
but Peter himself encouraged many others to become involved with many of them putting in years of hard work
helping with all manner of tasks from decorating to building works, not forgetting that most important of tasks:
making sure that Woody’s was open and staffed by a volunteer warden each and every weekend.
Peter loved the YHA, but he was also not afraid to criticise it, indeed his most recent contribution, to the last issue
of Central News, was in typical Peter style concerning apologising for inconvenience caused by making Badby YH
a ‘no smoking’ hostel – it was his contention that it was the smokers who should apologise! Peter was in favour of
the PDMP programme but he was very clear that there should be a wide variety of Hostel accommodation so that
the ‘young people of limited means’ could enjoy the experience of hostelling.
To this end he set up the ‘Peter Grant Fund’ which helps groups of deprived youngsters by way of grants towards
the cost of their Youth Hostel stay in simple hostels around the country. That fund will obviously continue and is
just one tangible reminder of a great man. If you know of a group who could be helped by the Fund please contact
the Regional Office. There was also the Woody’s Top Trust which last year provided £400 towards Hostel
improvements.
Everyone who has been to Woody’s will know that the mark of ‘PG’ was everywhere and everyone who has met
the man cannot have failed to be impressed. Even little things like the instructions for finding the Hostel key were
in typical, even legendary ‘PG’ style. He has kept a Woody’s Log throughout the 20 years as well as providing
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annual reports which are a really good read. We hope to publish extracts from them as a tribute to Peter in the
near future.
He knew that the future of the YHA lay in the hands of those young people who will be the custodians of the
hostelling tradition and in a recent conversation with a Central Region Council Member he expressed faith that
‘they would keep the YHA on the right track.’
In the meantime, Woody’s Top must go on as Peter would have wished. Please note that all future bookings should
be sent to Lincoln Youth Hostel, clearly marked ‘Woody’s Top’.

A later YHA News issue continued the assessment of PG’s mark on the Association:
YHA’s PDMP modernisation strategy elected Woody’s Top hostel as an early beneficiary, and whilst PG did not
agree with every aspect thereof, he welcomed some of the improvements which had been long outstanding.
Certainly, the improved washing and toilet facilities were popular with users. Every effort was made to keep the
hostel special. Its character was essential to PG, and he was very keen on the emphasis of this, and the promotion
of the hostel as an opportunity for youngsters to experience the countryside at first hand. PG established two trusts
to raise money for it. He organised open days, cycle rides and sponsored walks. He was enthusiastic, and publicised
the hostel whenever he had the opportunity.

After Peter Grant, YHA was fortunate to find another dedicated convenor team in Andy and Elaine Potter, who
supervised the hostel through further developments, from 1992 to 2005. The calendar of improvements continued:
1993: the Hostel recorded 1,520 overnights during 1993, an increase of 28% from the previous year. A lot of the
business was unbooked, the ambience and welcome at the Hostel having played a great part in this. Woody’s has
benefitted from a bequest from Peter Grant. His generosity has provided the hostel with new pine bunk beds and
new heavyweight duvets.
A new entrance is to be built onto the Hostel to house a wet shelter and drying room. It will allow the current
hallway to be redeveloped into a more usable and welcoming area, and the provision of a warden’s shop and office.
The area will be carpeted and new heating installed to make it cosier as a sitting area. The kitchen area has been
upgraded and a new full-size cooker is already installed. Woody’s is part of the ‘Rent a Hostel’ scheme.

A postcard view of the neat and tidy arrangements at Woody’s about 1995. It shows the penultimate building changes with the
1990 family dormitory extension on the right and the new storm entrance, with its entrance door to the left of the
front window. The gravelled yard and attractive hanging sign complete a picture of rustic charm (YHA Archive)
1995: small hostels have benefited again this year from bequests. Woody’s Top in Lincolnshire has bought
furniture with money from the Peter Grant Bequest. Members of Hull and Grantham Local Groups and a group
of volunteer wardens refurbished the hostel There are new curtains in the dorms, a new colour scheme, new tables
and chairs for the dining area and easy chairs in the common room, provided with money from the Peter Grant
Bequest. The extension has been carpeted and decorated throughout and is complete. There is now a new entrance
lobby/wet weather shelter and a drying room. The wardens now have an office-cum-store-room that contains their
fridge. A path was relaid, the gardens were tidied and the hostel was thoroughly cleaned and made ready.
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This memorial to PG, designed locally, was erected in the hostel grounds in 1995.
The location lies on the Greenwich meridian (YHA Archive)
1997: 50th anniversary – the hostel is now a very different place to the rundown farm buildings that that
volunteers took over in 1947 when it moved to its present site from nearby Farforth [sic- the opening date was in
1948, though preparations started a year earlier]. A special stamp will be available this season for members’ cards
and some commemorative souvenirs will be on sale at the hostel.
During the winter a number of security enhancements have been put in place at the hostel, and a new multi-fuel
woodburning stove has been installed to replace the faithful stove which was suffering from metal fatigue.
1998: Woody’s Top YH has just completed another busy season. Convener Andy Potter praised the dedication of
the volunteer wardens who have kept the hostel open for a full 7 days a week for a record-breaking 28 weeks this
summer. ‘This is the longest continuous period that the hostel has been open, and it is only through the efforts of
those people who give their time in this valuable way that we can provide a warm welcome to hostellers in the
unspoilt part of the Lincolnshire Wolds,’ says Andy. ‘The many positive comments about the volunteer wardens
and the hostel facilities prove that we are offering what our guests want, and it is gratifying to note that we are
getting a lot of repeat business.’
A full central heating system has been installed at Woody’s Top. This was funded by the Peter Grant Endowment
Fund and it will enable considerable savings to be made in heating costs.
2001-02: there was major remodelling to allow the provision of two further showers, two additional toilets and
improved layout for the main bedrooms. Work to improve the volunteer warden’s accommodation was also carried
out. Again, much of this work was funded through PG’s bequest with additional external funding. Woody’s gained
ETC 3* status in 2002 and this bears out the considerable work undertaken over the years.
The hostel now opens from Easter to September under the auspices of volunteer wardens and during the winter as
Rent-a-Hostel.

The Potters retired from stewardship of Woody’s in 2005, when further changes were envisaged. Andy wrote:
We have enjoyed looking after the hostel since we took over from PG in 1992 but it seems that the days
of volunteer hostel supervisor at Woody’s are numbered and the position is being replaced through the
recruitment of a new manager responsible for Thurlby and Woody’s together with a paid caretaker. So
after almost 60 years of frontline volunteer management the hostel moves forward into a new era.
The plan was put into place after a series of management changes brought about mainly by the sudden closure of
Lincoln hostel, which was originally to be the supervising hub, and the reversal of Thurlby’s intended closure.
Eventually, in 2010, Thurlby itself became volunteer-wardened and both Woody’s and Thurlby continued to operate
as widely scattered satellites of Sherwood Forest hostel, all the sides of the triangle being of exactly 55 miles.
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Towards the year 2010 Woody’s Top was given over almost exclusively to exclusive rentals, but from that year its use
as a regular hostel for at least part of the year was re-established. In May 2011 the premises
were upgraded, again being one of the first examples of YHA’s extensive renovation and
modernisation strategy under the direction of Chief Executive Caroline White, with
redecoration throughout, new beds and bed-lights, upgraded self-catering kitchen,
necessary external works to the front elevation and replacement windows. It reopened on
10th June.
Woody’s Top youth hostel was closed after 69 years’ use in May 2017, leaving Thurlby as
Lincolnshire’s only YHA property. In true style, it remained staffed by volunteer wardens
until the end.
After YHA’s withdrawal, local farmers Tim and Sarah Lamyman purchased the property in June 2017 and converted
it for holiday cottage use. Though the building has been substantially expanded and upgraded, its humble origins are
still discernible. Its history lives on through the thoughtful retention of the Peter Grant memorial plaque and stone
Woody’s Top tablet by the entrance.

Memories of a unique and very special youth hostel, in its final phase – photographs by the author, July 2016
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Plan of Woody’s Top youth hostel in its final phase, after the 2011 renovation (YHA Archive)

Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows
1934-1991: previous Oct to Sept; 1992: Oct 1991 to Feb 1993; 1993-2017: Mar to following Feb
¶: Farforth Hostel; ∆: Woody’s Top Hostel; *: 17 month period

…

1931

1932

1933

1934

1935

1936

1937

1938

1939

…

…

…

…

99¶

538¶

578¶

651¶

643¶

770¶

1940

1941

1942

1943

1944

1945

1946

1947

1948

1949

108¶

566¶

396¶

738¶

1353¶

1431¶

1394¶

1590¶

736∆

open∆

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

573∆

371∆

369∆

330∆

353∆

463∆

510∆

563∆

476∆

314∆

1960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

308∆

321∆

347∆

260∆

488∆

436∆

387∆

287∆

350∆

490∆

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

238∆

286∆

599∆

841∆

910∆

981∆

1592∆

1421∆

1172∆

1370∆

1980

1981

1982

1983

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

1300∆

1327∆

1176∆

1214∆

1438∆

1221∆

1339∆

1511∆

1870∆

1901∆

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2472∆

2168∆

2207*∆

2518∆

2545∆

2461∆

2721∆

2541∆

2510∆

2278∆

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

1959∆

1172∆

1595∆

2329∆

2406∆

2353∆

2304∆

1546∆

882∆

1225∆

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

160∆

…

…

205∆

1374∆

1450∆

1736∆

1912∆

2351∆

2207∆

© John Martin, 2020. YHA Profiles are intended to be adaptable in the light of new materials gained by YHA Archive
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